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Abstract—Contemporary superscalar processors employ the
load/store queue for memory disambiguation. A load/store
queue is typically implemented with a CAM structure to search
the address for collision and consequently poses scalability
challenges of energy consumption and area cost. This paper
proposes an address compression technique for load/store queue
to improve the power efficiency and scalability. Using the
proposed approach, the LSQ can reduce the energy
consumption ranging from 38% to 72% and area cost ranging
from 32% to 66%, depending on the compression parameter
and system configuration. The approach can provide 3.08%
overall processor energy reduction and causes only 0.22%
performance loss at a balanced configuration.

I. INTRODUCTION
In contemporary superscalar processors, the load-store
queue (LSQ) is integrated into memory stage for the detection
and resolution of access violation and ordering issues.
However, when the size of the LSQ increases as the issue
width of superscalar processor is increased, the CAM-based
LSQ structure will face scalability issue of both power and
area. It seems inevitable to use large memory matrices to
handle these addresses, but as the timing requirement is
pushed more strictly the power and area cost of these storagebased components become more critical.
Compression techniques have been widely applied to

Figure 1. Spatial locality of base address pattern
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memory systems storing programs and data to lower the
required size and power. The reason why compression
techniques are applicable to code and data also holds to
address. Fig. 1 shows an example of address distribution of
two arrays. As we can see in the figure, the compiler statically
binds the address of code and data into different memory
segments so that data belonging to the same segment
inherently have the same base address and present strong
spatial locality in their address patterns. Due to such spatial
locality, address is a good subject to apply compression
techniques. Note that the spatial locality of address mentioned
above exists in all systems but for systems with virtual address
management capability, the locality is even stronger since the
relocation process is handled by the MMU and transparent to
the processor itself.
In this paper, we propose a dynamic address compression
scheme to improve the power efficiency and scalability of the
LSQ. We modified the microarchitecture of the LSQ to enable
the processor to manage virtual addresses in compressed form.
The power and area reduction ratios of the proposed design
are evaluated with a cycle-accurate performance/power
simulator. The simulation results of different compression
parameters are presented and discussed.
II.

ADDRESS COMPRESSION

The basic concept of compressing addresses using
dictionary-based algorithm is similar to the idea proposed in
[1][2] but we further refine it to handle the complex hazard
conditions in the pipeline. The compression and
decompression mechanisms are integrated into one lookup
table and adopted into the LSQ. We call this table Data
Address Pattern Table (DAPT) and its relation to other
components is depicted in Fig. 2.
As shown in Fig. 2, once the effective address of a load or
store instruction is generated, the high-order bits, i.e. the base
address, are compressed by the DAPT before entering the
LSQ. The DAPT is a CAM-based look-up table storing the
mapping relationships of base address pattern and its index
code. A lookup process is performed for each base address
pattern and if it hits the DAPT, the corresponding code is sent
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Figure 2. Applying address compression to LSQ

to the LSQ. If no matched pattern is found, an empty entry
inside DAPT will be selected to store the address. When there
is no entry available, the compression process for the
incoming pattern will be deferred and the memory scheduling
pipeline will be stalled until a DAPT entry is available. The
compressed LSQ stores the code of compressed base address
along with the uncompressed offset, thus lower the required
CAM-based storage. When the memory scheduler circuit
decides one or more entries of the LSQ are to be issued for
memory access, the DAPT again will be indexed using the
code to readout the base address.
The DAPT replacement is a simple counter-based
mechanism. A counter is attached per entry of DAPT to
indicate how many entries in the LSQ are encoded using that
pattern code. Every address entering the LSQ will increment
the corresponding counter in DAPT. Whenever an address
leaves the LSQ, its corresponding pattern counter is decreased
by one and if the counter reaches zero, that entry is invalidated
and becomes a candidate for DAPT replacement. Such
counter-based replacement has side effect of generating
additional two pipeline hazards and are discussed in the next
section.
III.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

In this section several implementation issues are discussed.
First, the cost of DAPT must be kept at a reasonable range so
that it can benefit the overall power and area usage of the
compressed LSQ. Second, the counter-based table updating
along with the deferred compression mechanism contributes to
simplify the hardware complexity of the DAPT but will
impact performance and generate two hazards for the pipeline.
The following sub-sections will discuss why these issues
occur and how we solve them.
A. Cost of DAPT
Fig. 3 shows the detailed circuit diagram of the DAPT and
the compressed LSQ. In this exemplary embodiment, the
higher 20 bits of the base address are compressed by the
DAPT and the contents of the LSQ entries are modified
accordingly. The DAPT is a CAM-based storage component
with a counter appended to each entry for correct replacement
as mentioned above. The 4-bit code length implies that the

Figure 3. Exemplary Embodiment of DAPT and compressed LSQ

entry count of the DAPT in this example is 16 and in later
sections we name such configuration as “16E20B.”
It’s obvious the wider the compressed address is, the more
area and power can be saved in the LSQ. However, expanding
the width of compressed address will contradictorily weaken
the spatial locality therefore place more pressure on DAPT
replacement. And the DAPT replacement pressure can be
mitigated by increasing the entry count. Since the cost of
DAPT is proportional to both entry count and compressing
width, it would be favorable if a balance between spatial
locality and DAPT compression efficiency can be found.
From preliminary statistics of program behavior and
estimation of area usage, we concluded that at least 16 bits of
the address should be compressed and the DAPT should
contain more than 8 entries. The effects of various
compression parameters on energy consumption, area and
performance are presented and discussed in Section V.
B. Deadlock in DAPT
The deferred compression will cause a deadlock if the
incoming instruction happens to be at the head of the reorder
buffer (ROB). The ROB holds the in-flight instructions and
commits them in program order when the result of the
instruction is ready. Since the head entry of the ROB holds the
most urgent instruction to be committed, no other instruction
can leave the pipeline before the head entry is committed. If
such an urgent instruction is dispatched to the LSQ and the
DAPT is full, the deadlock occurs because the incoming
instruction is deferred and no other instruction in the LSQ can
be committed to reset the counters in DAPT.
The solution for this problem is to make the LSQ bypass
the urgent instruction, i.e., do not schedule the instruction into
the LSQ, and hence the urgent instruction will be processed
directly without being queued. After the urgent instruction is
committed, the remaining instructions in the LSQ will be able
to update the DAPT and the deadlock is avoided. Such
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TABLE I.

modification to pipeline will degrade performance since the
bypassed load or store won’t have chance to forward or squash
redundant memory instructions in the LSQ. However, our
experiment shows the impact on performance lies in an
acceptable range.

Processor
4-issue out-of-order processor
256 entries
4 INT ALU, 1 INT Mult/Div, 2 FP
Adder, 1 FP Mult/Div
Branch Prediction
Bimodal 2k entries, 1k BTB
L1 data cache
4-way 64KB
L1 instruction cache
4-way 64KB
L2 unified cache
4-way 256 KB
Memory latency
75 cycles
Load / Store Queue Sizes
Baseline #1 L32-S32
32/32 entries
Baseline #2 L64-S64
64/64 entries
DAPT parameters
8-entry compression
16 bits, 20 bits, 24 bits, 28 bits
width
(8E16B,8E20B,8E24B,8E28B)
16-entry compression
20 bits, 24 bits, 28 bits, 32 bits
width
(16E20B, 16E24B, 16E28B, 16E32B)
Benchmarks
SPECint
gzip, vpr.place, vpr.route, gcc, mcf,
parser, bzip2
SPECfp
wupwise, swim, mgrid, applu, mesa, art,
equake, ammp, apsi
Issue Width
ROB size
Functional units

C. Incomplete DAPT Counter Updating
When a branch misprediction or exception happens, the
pipeline needs to flush instructions fetched after the exception
is signaled. If the instructions which are being flushed include
memory access ones, the LSQ will also need to recover to an
earlier state i.e. flush some entries in it. However, the flushed
load or store instruction will cause the incompleteness of
DAPT counter updating. If the flushed memory instructions
are just discarded, the corresponding address pattern counters
will never reach zero and become resistant to DAPT
replacement. Hence it’s essential for any instruction being
committed or flushed out of the LSQ to have its corresponding
counter in the DAPT updated.
To properly update the DAPT counters after the LSQ flush
operation, a hardware buffer called Recover List (shown in
Fig. 3) is integrated into the DAPT. Moreover, a counter-valid
bit is appended to each entry of the LSQ to indicate whether
the address pattern of the entry is still counted by the DAPT.
Whenever an address is compressed and enters the LSQ, the
counter-valid bit is set to one and when it’s committed with
proper updating to the DAPT counter, the bit is reset to zero.
A LSQ flush operation caused by an exception won’t reset the
counter-valid bit to zero so we can tell whether the entry is
flushed or committed.
If a LSQ entry with counter-valid bit set to 1 is being
discarded, then the pattern code of that entry will be copied to
the Recover List before the new value replaces it. This copy
operation may increase the latency of memory scheduling
pipeline but will ensure the DAPT counter to be updated
correctly. The Recover List will be checked each cycle and if
it holds valid code, the corresponding counter in the DAPT
will be decreased. The code will be removed from the Recover
List once it has completed updating of the DAPT counter:
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
We modified the architectural power estimation
framework Wattch [4] and SimpleScalar [3] to simulate the
behavior of the proposed design. To provide a more precise
processor-wide dynamic power accumulation, we use the
implementation parameters derived from CACTI 3.0 [5]
instead of the original version embedded in Wattch. Since the
DAPT and LSQ are mainly based on CAM structure, we also
update the CAM dimension parameters of power estimation
subroutine in Wattch to fit the proposed design so that the
modified simulator can faithfully estimate the energy
consumption of compressed LSQ and DAPT.
The baseline system configurations and proposed addresscompressing scheme with various DAPT parameters are listed
in Table I. We set the baseline configurations to model high
issue rate and large instruction window with different LSQ
capacity. The selected applications from SPEC2000 [6]
benchmark suite are also listed in Table I. We assume that the

SIMULATION CONFIGURATIONS

target platform uses separated load and store queues to attain
better area yield in exchange of the flexibility of an unified
LSQ.
V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
This section presents various experimental results of
different compression parameters. The area cost of each
variant scheme and the baseline system are also estimated to
emphasize the scalability issue. Since the area of LSQ is
dominated by the large amount of storage component, we
estimated total area by calculating the equivalent RAM cell
area of each storage component and accumulating them. Note
that we assume both the address pattern field of the DAPT and
address field of the LSQ are implemented with CAM cells. A
popular rule of thumb is to count each CAM cell as two RAM
cells [7]. The improvement of power efficiency is measured
and presented in the form of energy consumption ratio.
A. Energy Consumption and Area Recuction
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the energy consumption and area
usage after applying address compression to the systems with
different LSQ size. Both energy consumption and area are
normalized to the baseline systems to show the scaling effect.
As we anticipated, the compression of LSQ has positive effect
on scaling down the dynamic energy consumption and area.
The compressed LSQ can reduce energy consumption ranging
from 39% to 72% for L32-S32 and 38% to 71% for L64-S64,
respectively. The reduction rate is proportional to the
compressed pattern width. Comparing Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, we
can tell that the larger the LSQ is, the more evident the area
scaling effect becomes.
In Fig. 5, the energy consumption and area of the baseline
system L32-S32 are also appended to show that compressing
more than 24 bits can substantially scale down the power and
area even better than a half-sized LSQ. It’s obvious that
compression helps to mitigate the scalability issue as the size
of the LSQ grows.
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Figure 4. Applying address compression to baseline #1
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Figure 5. Applying address compression to baseline #2
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Figure 6. Processor-wide energy consumption and performance after
applying address compression to baseline#1
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B. Processor-wide Energy Consumption and Performance
The average IPC and processor energy consumption are
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. We show the IPC and
total energy consumption both normalized to the baseline
systems so that the balance between performance and energy
consumption is emphasized. Increasing the entry count of
DAPT helps mitigate the impact on performance. From a
processor-wide point of view, the preferable configuration is
16E24B. This configuration can reduce processor-wide energy
consumption up to 3.08% with negligible (0.22%) IPC
degradation when applied to the L64-S64 system.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents schemes that integrate address
compression technique into contemporary superscalar
processors. A table-based compression circuit for the LSQ
called DAPT is proposed. Various compression parameters are
applied to the proposed scheme and the improvement of
scalability is evaluated in the aspect of area reduction, energy
consumption, and performance impact. Our experiment
demonstrates a reduction on the area cost ranging from 32% to
66% and energy consumption ranging from 38% to 72% in
different configurations. The impact to IPC and processorwide energy consumption are also presented. With appropriate
compression parameter (16E24B), the proposed scheme can
scale the conventional LSQ design to less than 60% area and
provide average 3% processor power reduction with negligible
IPC loss.
As current processor design technology has migrated to
64-bit systems, the scalability challenges of energy and area
originate from wide address bus will emerge. Since the spatial
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Figure 7. Processor-wide energy consumption and performance after
applying address compression to baseline #2

locality of address will continue to exist and become more
obvious in the large address space, there are greater chances to
benefit from compressing the wide address bits.
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